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1.0 Preface

Adam, the first man and Eve, the first woman were created in the image of God;
the Scriptures clearly declare this event (Genesis 1:27). Many Children of God
had believed this life theory in the past and we as well believe it, posing the total
trust in our Lord. This very basic human configuration that is different from other
creatures of the earth is the fundamental issue, why humans need to have
relation with God. Through the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ, the creation theory
of human has been further strongly established and has become the truth of
God on this earth. Before we understand the human design (configuration), it is
appropriate to learn first about our heavenly Father. Our God is Omni potent; in
fact every faith acknowledges this basic theory on supernatural power. However,
the missing point in many false faiths is that of understanding God’s personality.
God is in spirit form; He does not need a physical body to act in His righteousness,
namely to create, to protect and to provide the needs of His creatures. He has laid
His principles first and is bounded by them. He does not violate His principles
and does not like any one to do it also.
As a creator, He is a lovely personality with wonderful imagination and wisdom;
so His heritage is love on which He has developed all His principles. They are
righteous because they do not have any intention to spoil any creatures. Love
covers all the wickedness. So even if the creature does not follow His principles
full heartedly, He has made ways to correct them by His grace and mercy. When
love reveals its implicit form explicitly then it takes the shape of grace and mercy;
Jesus Christ is that grace and mercy of our lovely God, our Father in heavens,
who always looking at this wicked world for some one to understand His love.
Through His Son Jesus, God wants to demonstrate His mighty power and
righteousness to His enemy (Satan). Why? Satan, the greatest liar of the

universe has brought an eternal cursing into our life (eternal death). Since God’s
image (Soul and Spirit) in us is eternal, it must be saved; that’s why God invites
every one of us back into His Kingdom through His Son, Jesus.

2.0 God’s Image in Spiritual System
What is an image?
Image is a replica of inner personality; because image is an intrinsic beauty, not
an extrinsic ability. In a nutshell, it is a character centered personality. We
therefore understand that the image of God means to have His inner beauty.
What are the features of God’s inner personality?


Nature (love)



Potential (think, create, protect, provide)



Emotion (to reflect the nature i.e. feeling)



Principles based characters

The inner personality of someone begins with his nature. Since God has
sacrificed His only begotten Son’s life in order to save our life, we understand
His nature is love. Indeed He is the only righteous personality in the universe
(Mark 10:18); because He is being as He is forever (Exodus 3:14). When God
decided to have earthly children, He wanted them in His image; of course then
only they would have been His children. Let us examine all the creatures, God
has created on the earth; the sound (speech) of His children is totally different
from them. We must realize this very basic difference that we have not come from
animals; because we could able to make our sound into different languages and
scripts.

However, we have become animals by our wicked behaviors. If we carefully
study God’s qualities from the Scriptures, we understand that He had exactly
put His personality into the physical masses of Adam and Eve. After God

breathed His spirit (energy) into them, they had become dynamic systems
(living kind) on the earth.
Before we proceed to examine our inner personality (God’s image in us), it is
wise to very briefly learn the anatomy of human system.
Human system has the following two major sub-systems:


Spiritual System or Characteristic System (Spirit + Soul + Mind)



Physical System (Body)

People who do not believe in this very basic theory of human design would lead
a life without true God. Because only animals, birds and fishes are created
without soul; so they are perishable creatures (God sends spirit to create such
creatures: Psalms 104:29). Even though their life system is in spirit form, but
have no spiritual body.

Animals have no soul to hold a permanent spiritual identity
Their spirit is not reconfigurable (perishable from the present form); it is certainly
not God’s spirit. However, their spirit is also embedded in a physical mass
(flesh).
Spirit
Spirit is the source of life, which cannot be destroyed (conservation of energy).
God had directly put this energy through the nostrils of Adam and Eve into their
heart. The day it comes out from any physical body, it must find a place to rest forever;
either eternally with God; or eternally with Satan.
Soul and Mind
Soul is a spiritual body or container that holds the spirit of life. The basic
functionality of soul is to develop feelings, according to our thinking. Mind (an
inner element of spiritual system) is a processor of thinking and soul is a

developer of feelings and feelings produce behaviors or characters. But the
master of this complete system is the spirit of life, who provides the necessary
energy, wisdom and knowledge.
What is wisdom and knowledge?
It is nothing but the Word of God. That’s why God says that His word will not
perish; it stays as He stays forever. His words are potential seeds to create life,
save life and provide the needs of life; both living substances and non-living
substances. God’s words are the principles of God; and He is bounded by His
principles; so He respects only His principles but provide His grace and mercy
for His creatures.

When the word does a potential job, it is known as a process; for example
creation is a process. The record of such process is information to the creature.
The word in analog form is a sound (speech) i.e. energy which has frequency,
amplitude, and phase; written form of sound is either a text or picture. Sound
may also be in the form of physical feeling (sensing the environment); for
example if someone touches our skin, it directly reads the information in analog
form i.e. as vibrating pulses. The energy can be in different forms; but neither
can be destroyed nor created by creatures (Conservation Principle); only
creator has the potential or ability to settle or rest it in the respective places
(heavens or hell) according to its merits. God therefore has kept His potential in
His words.

Thinking is a process of processing information that God has kept in nature for
His intelligent creatures. Indeed, any thought enters our mind through the
sensing organs, which are physical (eyes: capture the picture/text directly;
ears: hear the sound; mouth and tongue: write the text in the mind by
reading; skin: physically receive the feeling like touching, heating etc);

because we are living in a physical world. In heavens, these physical sensing
organs may not be required in the same form. Also we must here understand a
point that the frequency bandwidth of sound in the physical world is different
from heavens.
What does it mean to us?
The information (Word of God) is the same but the amplitude and frequency
band is different for physical lives (on earth) and it is different for spiritual lives
(in heavens). The information that enters the mind is processed by it through our
free will; remember mind is an element of spiritual body. However brain which is
a physical mass, takes the processed information (command) to generate
pulses (vibrating sound) and send it through our nerve systems to execute the
command as a physical work.

The thinking process (thought life) is not physical, but spiritual.
That’s actually the likeness of God.

The wisdom and knowledge of God is functional in our mind to develop
emotions (feelings) in the soul to produce the characters for the spiritual system
to control the physical system. Therefore, God’s will is the system of commands
that have been approved based on His principles (Holy Scriptures). However,
the freewill is decision making authority, given by God to human; we use this
freewill to build the observatory knowledge base (World of Sciences). Every
processor needs an operating system (set of principles or logical statements) to
function; mind is being a processor uses this freewill (code of conduct) to
process the incoming information and controls the outgoing image.
What does brain do?
The brain is a vibrating physical mass or pulsating system that helps mind to get
connected to the physical body. It is important to understand that how we train

our brain to receive and store information from mind. It is also a very interesting
phenomenon; brain has tiny cells called neurons which are capable of vibrating
to store information (like data storage in a micro chip); they can vibrate
according to an image and store such vibration energies (Eigen modes) for
various processed information (images). Once the mind executes a processed
command (image) and a feeling is developed in the soul and the spiritual
system sends this executed image to the brain; brain vibrates in the stored
pattern (we can call this process Eigen mode recognition or simply pattern
recognition). Reflection of that pattern in the physical body is an action. For
example we do not cry always unless an image is created and a feeling is
developed; now we understand the role of the brain; it is just a vibrating physical
mass; but capable of storing patterns. Mind reads and updates the existing
patterns and creates new. That’s why God says, “I shall keep my statutes in their
mind; write them in their heart; so that I will be their father and they will be my
multitude,” (Hebrew 9:10).

Thinking starts in our mind and mind creates an image. A thought has the
potential to create, to save, to provide. After the creation of image (executable
form of thinking), it is soul that develops the character through emotions. If the
spirit and mind is not within a soul, you cannot be a personality or simply the
form of God; every spirit and mind in a soul is a creature of God, which is the
spiritual resemblance of God (Image of God). Freewill is the authority or
dominion to permit which information to enter the precious, wonderful,
marvelous, thinking system (mind) and get executed. Freewill is the gateway of
the processor (mind). Unless we permit God to enter through our freewill He
cannot put His will to change our mind. That’s why Jesus says, “Repent, the
Kingdom of God is at the hands”. Repenting means accepting to God that the
freewill is misused; it has spoiled the wonderful, glorious spiritual system. This

must be followed by pleading Him to replace it with His will to reconfigure the
spiritual system so that it regains the lost glory.

3.0 God’s Image in Physical System
Body
Since God has created human in a physical body, it must be connected to His
image that is the spiritual system (Spirit + Mind + Soul). Soul is the connecting
member of spiritual system to the system of this world (Physical body). That’s
why God has used the substances of earth to make the physical body of Adam
and Eve. He did not use any substances from other planets; that are His
righteousness. He followed the conservation of mass principle and said, “For
you are a dust and to dust you shall return,” (Genesis 3:19). In the body of
human, God has created a life saving system known as heart (refer to figure 1).

Figure 1: Heart and Lungs (from Wikipedia)
Look at the function of heart, it receives the purified blood from left lung and
sends it to various organs (sub-systems of physical body); it is situated at the
center of the physical body. God says: Our body is His temple; His dwelling
place. In the temple, God has chosen the central part that controls the human
life (In the Garden of Eden, God had kept the tree of life at the centre).

The day this heart stops beating or vibrating, the life (spiritual body) will come
out of the physical mass. In order to regenerate the physical cells, God had
created the fruit of life tree to keep this life inside the physical body on a
conditional equilibrium state; it means further to live healthy, eat the fruit of life
(Revelation 22:2); basically it is a ‘regenerative principle’. Today we can
understand this biological concept with our limited knowledge. But what’s
important is that the spiritual life that is eternal, which makes a lot of difference
with the present degenerative physical system what we have.

So let us not get confused with an idea that our heart develops the emotion
directly; but it is this physical part that interacts with the member of the spiritual
system (soul). Heart controls the entire physical system; it is the source of
physical energy; therefore when the full heart is joined with the spiritual system
during payer, the complete fleshy system goes to a passive state and helps the
spiritual system to be in a fully active state (Romans 8:5-9).

The spiritual system is life and it is eternal because God is giving it to every
human directly. However, the animals, birds, and fishes are created not in God’s
image; so they do not have a spiritual system; therefore they will die after their
physical cells degenerate or forcefully any part cut-off from its life centre and
thus looses its potential to carry their life furthermore. But we can see one
commonality in all the lives of physical masses (Humans, Animals, Creeps,
Birds, and Fishes) that is that the physical life is kept in blood (that is God’s
righteousness). Heart is the one that circulates the blood (physical life) to all the
sub-systems (respiratory, digestive, nerves, cleaning or sanitary). Now we
understand that the spiritual system is connected to the physical system through a
spiritual member ‘soul’ and a physical member ‘heart’. As long as we are in the
physical mass, these two are the key elements to protect the total human system

(spiritual and physical). Brain is just a vibrating mass that generates pulses of
different frequencies, amplitudes and of course with appropriate damping
characteristics (crying, laughing, scolding etc). When a human dies then it does
not mean he/she is lost; he/she is lost only with all the physical substances. Clinical
death is announced by doctors, if brain stops vibrating (Satan’s theory just
opposite to God’s theory); not if heart stops beating. This is humans’ principle
but not of God. Let us not give too much importance to this so called brain; it is
just a vibrating or pulsating mass, having physical memory. However, God
places His wisdom and knowledge into the human mind not into the brain.

Let us understand here, why God has not chosen lungs as a connecting
physical member, which actually purifies and oxygenates the blood. God can
never accept any thing dirty (either materials or characters); so He has created
two lungs, namely right and left to receive and clean the blood and energize it,
respectively; so that heart will receive it by faith that it is pure. God says that our
heart is His dwelling place (spirit of life). What are these two lungs essentially
doing?
Lungs are the members of life (Soul) saving system, representing
Jesus Christ and Holy Spirit of the divine family of God

Lord Jesus Christ accepts the sinners as they are and Holy Spirit cleans and
trains them to an acceptable state, who father God recognize as His child. Right
side lung receives the impure blood (sinner), so Jesus Christ is sitting on the
right side to God; however the left side adds oxygen (O2) into the blood and
removes carbon dioxide (CO2) from it. It is a spiritual process (Air representing
the Holy Spirit in a physical system). The Holy Spirit is the left side lung, who
removes our corruptive thoughts and reconstructs our mind with the wisdom
and knowledge of God. He is a spirited personality so has two sections (Spirit

and Soul) like our left lung; however the right side lung has three sections like
Jesus Christ has spirit, soul and body.
O2 represents the compatibility (bonding) of Jesus and Holy Spirit and their
collective responsibility towards God’s holy mission (Common Thought life).
CO2 is our sins that should be removed; God gave only O2 (Image of God: word
and spirit) to Adam and Eve to execute His holy mission but they had added
‘C‘(Carbon represent Satan), a harmful black substance (darkness) into their
health; thus their lives became destructive and dissipative.

Our God is the purest of pure, mighty God; He gets connected to the left side
lung that gives the heart pure blood but not to the right one. So He has chosen
the heart and gets connected with His Holy Spirit (left lung); asked His only
begotten son (right lung) to receive the impure blood (sinners) into the divine
system (heavens).

God

Jesus
Christ

Holy
Spirit

Figure 2: Divine family

What do we say about this?

4.0 Conclusions
Jesus Christ has reflected the true nature of God in all respects being in flesh.
God therefore has selected this name above all His names (other names are
reflecting His image or nature by parts; Hebrew 1:1-2). In heavens and on the
earth, God wants His creatures to worship Him in this name. So He has honored

this name and crowned Jesus as the King of King and Prince of Peace in the
divine family. But the Holy Spirit of God (belongs to His son, savior of new life) is
our guide (provider), purifier of all our bad characters (executable images), who
trains us and after training submits to God in the name of Jesus Christ, who
actually receives us into the divine family. Every thing God possess now
belongs to Jesus Christ; however the creator is God almighty, our father’s
(Jesus) father. Jesus has got the royalty overall. So once we accept Jesus as
our father and savior, He gives His initial and asks God (His father) to shower
His grace and mercy upon us; that is what it means forgiveness in Jesus name.
It is a divine family, where we find everything in common;
thought life, wisdom and knowledge, powers, all the divine
qualities; they are integrated to act as one.

God almighty is to be worshiped and praised because He is the creator; but He
must be worshiped through our beloved Jesus Christ, who is our savior. Since
God is in spirit form, we must worship Him in our spirit. Our respected Holy Spirit
is the provider, who meets the needs of our spiritual system.
To,


Worship and praise Him,



Love and witness Him,



Respect and obey Him.

Life is a cycle that follows an energy principle; from where it has come there it
must go; but God to accept, it must meet His requirements. Human is a Soul, who
is eternal. Let us choose our eternal life in the Kingdom of God.

Amen,
Praise the Lord.

